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Abstract— We address the problem of developing feedback
controllers for a group of robots with second-order dynamics in
an obstacle-filled, D-dimensional environment. Our control al-
gorithm takes into account communication constraints, obstacle
avoidance, and inter-robot collision avoidance, by synthesizing a
piecewise smooth vector field for safe navigation. First, the fea-
sible free joint configuration space is tessellated into polytopes
that account for the desired constraints. We search the graph of
these polytopes to find a discrete path to the goal polytope. We
then use a novel navigation function-based feedback controller
that drives the system from one polytope to the next and
eventually to the goal. The controller exploits the fact that two
adjoining polytopes in the planned discrete path together form a
star-shaped object that is obstacle free; this enables the design of
navigation function-based controller for kinematic and dynamic
fully actuated robots without spurious minima. We sequentially
compose these controllers to drive the state to the goal. For
a polygonal space, the algorithm we propose is complete. We
present successful simulation results of the algorithm on a group
of ground vehicles and quadrotors performing a cooperative
navigation task in constrained environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple robots are being deployed to carry out a single
task or mission in search and rescue, surveillance and map-
ping operations. Often, these robots must maintain proximity
constraints for communication needs, avoid obstacles in the
environment, and avoid inter-robot collisions while navigat-
ing as a group to reach desired locations. For example, in
urban search operations, groups of quadrotors can be de-
ployed to locate objects of interest while avoiding obstacles.
Central to such applications is the development of feedback
controllers to automatically generate inputs to the robots in
known cluttered environments while maintaining safety.

Khatib [1] introduced potential functions for robot navi-
gation to account for obstacle avoidance. While this method
is simple to implement, it results in spurious minima and
does not guarantee convergence. Rimon and Koditschek [2]
synthesize navigation functions, and develop gradient descent
nonlinear feedback controllers that guarantee safety (obstacle
avoidance) and global convergence. In [3]–[5], navigation
functions are developed for multi-robot problems. While
these result in global convergence, designing potential func-
tions is tedious for complex spaces as it involves mapping
the workspace into sphere-worlds [6].
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Hinging on the idea of sequential composition of con-
trollers [7], in [8]–[13] the free configuration space is de-
composed into obstacle-free cells and local controllers are
synthesized in these cells to drive the robots sequentially
to the goal. In [8], a Laplace heat equation is solved on a
2D disk, which is then mapped to a convex polygon. These
controllers are composed to obtain a globally convergent
controller for a single robot in the 2D polygonal workspace.
This work is not applicable to multirobot problems without
additional constraints, such as prohibiting multiple robots
from occupying a cell simultaneously.

Lindemann and LaValle [9] smoothly blend “face vector
fields” using bump functions to generate an essentially global
smooth vector field to navigate a fully actuated robot to the
goal. This work has been applied to multi-robot formation
problems using a kinematic model [14]. Although the vector
field of [9] can be used for a second-order system, careful
tuning of the face vector fields may be required to guarantee
robots do not escape the allowable space. The vector field
approach, unlike the method presented herein, does not have
a known Lyapunov function, making the second-order lift,
like the one given in (9), not possible; this lift facilitates
practical implementations on highly dynamical systems such
as quadrotors as we will show in Section V. Necessary and
sufficient conditions for a linear affine system to exit through
a facet of a convex polytope or simplex have been presented
in [10], [11]. Polytope controllers have been developed for
a three-state planar cart or unicycle in [12], [15].

There has been extensive work on controlling inter-agent
constraints, including maintaining formations and leader-
follower control [16]–[20]. In general, however, these works
do not guarantee that formation constraints are maintained
in the presence of obstacles. Inter-agent repulsive forces
can be used to avoid inter-robot collisions [21], [22], but
convergence is not guaranteed in the presence of obstacles.

In the present work, we consider the problem of navigating
a group of kinematic (first-order) and dynamic (second-
order) robots in an obstacle filled polygonal environment
while maintaining desired constraints. The algorithm we
present takes a control-theoretic approach to developing a
feedback law that provably guarantees convergence of a
multi-robot system to a desired goal configuration in envi-
ronments with obstacles. Further, in contrast to kinematic
and geometric motion planning techniques, which plan a
specific trajectory, we plan a path in a discrete representation
of the free configuration space. In other words, the low-
level controllers need only drive the system through a chain
of full-dimensional polytopes in the free workspace instead
of on a specific trajectory, making the controller robust
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to uncertainties due to the process model (as in the case
of quadrotors) and measurement noise. This work extends
our previous work [13], [14] in two distinct ways. First,
we consider robots with second-order dynamics to which
the methods of [10], [13], [14] cannot be applied. In our
method, first we use navigation functions to show conver-
gence, then lift the controller to second-order systems, which
not only guarantees convergence to the desired location but
also emulates the velocity profile of the first-order system,
enabling robust implementation on dynamical systems such
as quadrotors (Section V). Second, the techniques described
here for modeling configuration spaces and synthesizing
controllers are thousands of times faster (on the order of
seconds vs. hours) than in [13], allowing real-time planning
and control for teams of aerial robots.

We present a smooth controller that drives a group of
robots from one polytope to an adjoining polytope in D-
dimensions for kinematic and dynamic systems, and a con-
troller in the goal polytope in Section IV. We intersect the
feasible free joint configuration space with the polygonal
proximity constraints to generate the task configuration space
in Section II. Using an informed graph search such as A*,
we simultaneously generate a discrete representation of this
space and find a path from the current polytope to the
goal polytope in Section III; this section closely follows our
formulations in [13], [14] and is presented here for com-
pleteness. Then we use our novel navigation function-based
feedback controller (Section IV) to drive a group of robots
from one polytope to the next and eventually to the goal.
In Section V we present simulations of these algorithms on
groups of dynamic ground robots and quadrotors (Ascending
Technologies, Krailling, Germany) in urban environments.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a group of n dynamic robotic agents VA =
{ai|i = 1, . . . , n} that must reach a goal configuration while
maintaining constraints between agents and without colliding
with each other or obstacles. The agent ai has the state
xi = [x1

i x2
i · · · xdi

i ]T ∈ R
di with the dynamics:

ẋi = ui, xi ∈ Xi ⊂ R
di , i = 1, . . . , n, (1)

if the agent is kinematic or

ẍi = τ i, xi ∈ Xi ⊂ R
di , i = 1, . . . , n, (2)

if the agent is dynamic. Here we assume that the allowable
inputs ui, τ i lie in R

di for simplicity of presentation; but if
the allowable input space encloses a closed region around
zero, the control law can be scaled appropriately.

The robots must maintain preset proximity constraints for
collision avoidance and communication, which we associate
with collision and connectivity graphs. We use halfspaces to
define the constraints to generate a polytopic task configu-
ration space. Recall that a D-polytope can be defined as the
convex hull of finitely many vertices, or the intersection of
N halfspaces, P = {x | Hx ≤ K}, where H ∈ R

N×D,K ∈
R

N×1, where N is finite.
Definition 2.1: The collision graph on the set of agents

is a static graph GL = (VA, EL) where EL is the set of
all pairs of agents which cannot occupy the same coor-
dinates simultaneously. Pairs (ai, aj) ∈ EL must maintain
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Fig. 1. Example collision and connectivity constraints in the relative space
of two agents in 2D and 3D. (a) 2D collision and connectivity constraints. (b)
3D collision and connectivity constraints. (c) Asymmetrical 2D constraints.

a nonzero minimum distance |xi − xj | ≥ δi,jmin, where

δi,jmin ∈ R
max(di,dj). This constraint can be written as

λ(xi,xj) = |xi − xj | − δi,jmin ≥ 0 ∀(xi,xj) ∈ EL.
Definition 2.2: The connectivity graph on the set of agents

is the static graph GN = (VA, EN ) where EN is the set
of edges describing agent pairs (ai, aj) ∈ EN that must

maintain a maximum distance |xi − xj | ≤ δi,jmax, where

δi,jmax ∈ R
max(di,dj) to communicate state information. The

constraint can be written as

ν(xi,xj) = |xi − xj | − δi,jmax ≤ 0 ∀(xi,xj) ∈ EN .
Figure 1 shows sample collision and connectivity con-

straints in the relative space of two agents in 2D and 3D.
If no communication constraints are imposed, the regions
will be infinite (i.e. δmax =∞). The constraints need not
be symmetric; any convex decomposition with matching
facets is admissible. By matching facets we mean that any
hyperplane supporting two adjacent polytopes shares the
same vertices in both polytopes, and any hyperplane can
only support one facet of that polytope. Although we will
discuss constraints of the type |xi − xj |∈ [δi,jmin, δ

i,j
max], this

framework can be used with any constraints defined as unions
of non-overlapping polytopes with matching facets, such as
those shown in 1(c), or excluding certain robots from or
setting a maximum number of robots in a polygonal region.

Definition 2.3: The configuration space Ci of an agent ai
is the set of all transformations of the agent. The free space
Cfreei of ai is the set of all transformations of ai which do
not intersect with obstacles in the configuration space.

We assume Cfreei is tessellated into pi polytopes with
matching facets.

Definition 2.4: The team configuration space is the Carte-
sian product of the configuration spaces of each agent,

Cfree1 ×Cfree2 × · · · ×Cfreen ≡ Call 	 x ≡ [xT
1 xT

2 · · · xT
n]

T.
Thus the configuration of all n agents is described by a single
point x ∈ Call ∈ R

D, D ≡∑n
i=1 di.

We can rewrite all of our constraints with respect to Call:
L ≡{x|x ∈ Call, λ(xi,xj) ≥ 0 ∀(ai, aj) ∈ EL},
N ≡{x|x ∈ Call, ν(xi,xj) ≤ 0 ∀(ai, aj) ∈ EN}. (3)

Problem 2.5: Consider a group of n robots with dynam-
ics (1). For an initial state, find a piecewise smooth state
feedback policy u(x) that drives the system to the goal
configuration xg such that:

1) ∀t ∈ [0, T0] x ∈ Call;
2) x ∈ L ∩N ;
3) x(T0) arbitrarily close to xg .
Problem 2.6: Consider the above multirobot navigation

problem with robot dynamics given by ẍ = τ .
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Fig. 2. Discrete system pose example. (a) Two robots in free configuration
space with proximity constraints. Discrete pose is [p2 p4 c1]. (b) Adjacency
graph on workspace. (c) Adjacency graph on agents’ proximity constraints.

III. TASK CONFIGURATION SPACE

To solve Problems 2.5, 2.6, we remove from Call points
that violate the constraints, and synthesize controllers on the
resulting space to drive the system to the goal configuration.

Definition 3.1: The task configuration space CT is the set

CT = Call ∩ L ∩N . (4)

CT is a space composed of polytopes, in which robots cannot
collide with obstacles or each other or lose communication.

We build a discrete representation of CT , on which we plan
a path to the goal using an A* algorithm [23], then synthesize
controllers on pairs of adjacent polytopes to reach the goal.

Definition 3.2: The polytope graph GP = (VP , EP )
on the polytopes in CT is the pair of sets VP =
{P 0, P 1, P 2 . . . }, where Pm is the m-th polytope, and

EP = {em,k
P |Pm is adjacent to P k, ∀m, k}, the set of all

pairs of polytopes which share a (matching) facet.
Without loss of generality, let the state initially be in P 0.
Problem 3.3 (Discrete Path): For the node P 0 ∈ VP , find

a path on the polytope graph GP to the goal node PN .
Since CT is large and computing it may be prohibitively

complex, we use an A* algorithm, using a heuristic defined

by the adjacency graphs in Cfreei and the graph on the agents’
proximity constraints, to solve Problem 3.3. The heuristic is
identical to that in [14] but also includes the workspace cell
of each robot. As an example, we use the two robots with the
environment and constraints in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows

the corresponding adjacency graph on Cfreei , and Fig. 2(c)
the graph on the agents’ proximity constraints. We generate
a discrete system pose by concatenating the location (cell
number) of each robot in its free space with the relative
location of each pair of robots. Each polytope Pm in CT
corresponds to a unique discrete pose Fm

d of the system.
In Fig. 2(a), Fd = [p2 p4 c1], where p2 corresponds to the

cell of a1, p4 to the cell of a2, and c1 to the location of a2
with respect to a1. Using the discrete pose and the adjacency
graphs of the free spaces of the agents, we generate adjacent
cells. For example, since p2 is adjacent to p1 and p3, [p2p4c1]
is adjacent to [p1 p4 c1], [p3 p4 c1]. Similarly, since p4 is
adjacent to p3 and p5, [p2 p4 c1] is adjacent to [p2 p3 c1] and
[p2 p5 c1]. Finally, c1 is adjacent to c2 and c4, generating
potential adjacent polytopes corresponding to [p2 p4 c2] and
[p2 p4 c4]. However, in Fig. 2(a) it is clear these cells do not
exist. When we expand [p2 p4 c1] in the A* algorithm, we
check to ensure existence before adding it to the open set.
Thus, finding a path on the polytope graph is equivalent to
finding a path on the discrete poses.

A heuristic is admissible for A* if does not overestimate
actual cost [23]. We assign a cost of 1 to each transition.
We can also penalize polytopes corresponding to undesired

configurations or size; this decreases search performance, but
still results in an optimal discrete path.

Proposition 3.4: Problem 3.3 has a solution from P 0 to
PN if and only these nodes are connected on GP .

Proof: CT contains every allowable configuration in
our polytopic world model. GP contains all the information
about connectivity of CT . Thus, if there is a solution to
Problem 3.3, there must exist a path from P 0 to PN on
GP . Conversely, if a path does not exist between the two
nodes on GP , there is no solution to Problem 3.3.

IV. AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS

Without loss of generality, let the discrete path be given by
{P 0, P 1, · · · , PN}, where PN is the goal polytope. For m ∈
{0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, Pm is in the discrete plan with successor
cell Pm+1 such that Pm and Pm+1 share a facet. Hence
the feedback controller in Pm should prepare the system for
the controller in Pm+1 to reach the goal cell. In the goal
cell, PN , the controller should drive the system to the goal
configuration. Below we develop smooth controllers for these
situations based on navigation functions on star-worlds [2].

A. Intermediate local cell controller
Definition 4.1: [2], [24] Let Q be an n-dimensional

compact, simply connected manifold with boundary and let
qg ∈ Q be a unique point. A function ϕ : Q �→ [0, 1] is a
navigation function if it is twice differentiable onQ, achieves
a unique minimum of 0 at qg ∈ Q, is uniformly maximal
(i.e. evaluates to 1) on the boundary, and is Morse.

A feedback controller can be generated from a navigation
function to drive a kinematic system (ẋ = u) to the goal,
qg while staying inside the manifold Q at all times and is
given by u = −∇ϕ(x) [2].

We first consider the case of kinematic agents, where the
equation of motion each robot is (1). Let the system currently
lie in polytope P 1 and the next polytope is P 2. The group
dynamics is given by concatenating the agents’ dynamics

ẋ = u, x ∈ CT ⊂ R
D. (5)

Corollary 4.2: There exists a navigation function based
controller that drives the system in (5) from a polytope P 1

to its adjoining polytope P 2.
Proof: The adjacent polytopes, P 1 and P 2 share a

common facet. The union of these polytopes is a star-shaped
object1 whose center can be any point on the interior of the
common facet. Let this star be denoted S12. For example,
if in Figure 3(a) the red polygon on the left is P 1 and blue
polygon P 2, the union is of these is the star S12.

Now, pick as local goal position, xl ∈ P 2 ⊂ S12.
Following the proof by Rimon and Koditschek [2], there
exists a navigation function, ϕ, with xl as the unique minimal
point. As in navigation function literature, the controller

u = −∇ϕ(x) (6)

will drive the system given by (5) to the local goal position
xl. This means that the system must cross the common
facet between P 1 and P 2, implying that this controller will
asymptotically drive the system from P 1 to adjacent P 2.

1Star shaped sets are closed sets that consists of a “center point” from
where any ray crosses the boundary of the set once and only once. They
are topologically equivalent to spheres of the same dimension. Common
examples of such sets include convex polygons, star polygons, and spheres.
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B. Local controllers for robots with second-order dynamics
Now consider the case of dynamic agents (2). As before,

let the system currently lie in polytope P 1, with P 2 next.
The group dynamics is now given by

ẍ = τ , x ∈ CT ⊂ R
D. (7)

Given the construction of S12 and local goal position xl ∈
P 2 ⊂ S12 as in the kinematic case, the same navigation
function is valid for the second-order case. The control law

τ = −∇ϕ(x)− Γẋ, (8)

where Γ ∈ R
D×D is a positive definite matrix, drives the

system to the goal xl while remaining inside S12 at all
times. Convergence of this controller can be shown by using
V (x, ẋ) = ϕ(x) + 1

2 ẋ
Tẋ as a Lyapunov function.

The above controller drives the second-order system to the
goal, but the velocity profile will be different from the first-
order system, ẋ = −∇ϕ(x). If a similar velocity profile as
the first-order case is desired for the second-order case, the
following controller can be used,

τ = −Γ (ẋ+∇ϕ(x))−∇ϕ(x)− ∂2ϕ(x)

∂x2
ẋ, (9)

where Γ ∈ R
D×D is a positive definite matrix. Convergence

of this controller can be shown by using V (x, ẋ) = ϕ(x) +
1
2 (ẋ+∇ϕ(x))

T
(ẋ+∇ϕ(x)) as a Lyapunov function [25].

Such a choice is desired in highly dynamic systems such as
quadrotors, as we demonstrate in Section V-C.

C. Goal-cell controller
Given the polygonal workspace, polygonal obstacles and

proximity constraints described above, the controllers in IV-
A can be used to drive the robot to the cell containing the
goal state. Once the goal cell is reached, the controllers
described above can be used with the star as the goal
polytope itself and the local goal position being chosen as the
desired goal configuration of the entire robotic agent system.

D. Construction of navigation functions
The efficient construction of navigation functions in large

dimensions is key to using these local controllers. We pro-
pose one method which we have successfully implemented
in a variety of simulations described in Section V. Consider
a polytope with r facets with goal xl inside. Let each of the
facets be given by li ≡ ki−hix = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r where
hix−ki is the ith row of the halfspace representation of the
polytope, so that li > 0 inside the polytope. The boundary of
the polytope is given by l1l2 · · · lr = 0. Note that for small
ε > 0, the set β = l1l2 · · · lr − ε > 0 is contained inside
the polytope and better approximates the polytope as ε→ 0.
This allows us to choose the below navigation function

ϕ = ||x− xl||2/ (||x− xl||2μ + β
) 1

μ , μ ∈ R
++ (10)

to drive the system to xl while staying inside the polytope.
For the purpose of local controllers in Section IV-A, we

need to construct navigation functions on the union of two
adjoining convex polytopes, which is a star and need not
be convex. However, since the polytopes have a matching
facet at the interface between them, we can construct a
convex polytope extension whose intersection with one of

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Constructing convex extensions of polytopes. (a) Adjacent polytopes
Pm (orange, left) and Pm+1 (blue, right). (b) Transitional polytope Tm

(green), and local goal xl(black dot). The convex extension Mm of Pm

is the union of the orange and green polytopes. (c) Smooth approximation
of boundary of Mm. (d) Contour plot of navigation function (10) of Mm.

the polytopes is exactly that polytope. Consider adjacent
polytopes Pm and Pm+1 that share a matching facet. In
other words, there exists a hyperplane that supports both
polytopes, and at the interface, Pm and Pm+1 share the exact
same vertices. Let the halfspace representation of Pm and
Pm+1 be Hmx ≤ Km and Hm+1x ≤ Km+1, respectively.
Without loss of generality, assume the shared hyperplane is
the first row in both Hm,Km and Hm+1,Km+1, so that
hm
1 x ≤ km1 and hm+1

1 x ≤ km+1
1 . Then hm

1 = −hm+1
1

and km1 = −km+1
1 . Let Hm, Km contain rm rows, and

Hm+1, Km+1 contain sm+1 rows. Construct the transitional
polytope

Tm = {x | hm
r x ≤ kmr , r = 2, . . . , rm,

hm+1
s x ≤ km+1

s , s = 2, . . . , sm+1}.
Note that Tm is a convex polytope such that Tm ⊂ (Pm ∪
Pm+1) and (Pm+1 ∩ Tm) \ ∂(Pm+1 ∩ Tm) �= ∅. Now
construct the polytope Mm, which is a convex extension
of polytope Pm into polytope Pm+1, by

Mm ≡ Pm ∪ Tm. (11)

We synthesize a navigation function on Mm, and by placing
the local goal at xl in the interior of Pm+1 ∩ Tm, we
drive the system to the next polytope (the centroid or the
center of the Chebyshev ball of the polytope Pm+1 ∩ Tm

are good choices). It is important to ensure that the local
goal xl is within the boundary of the approximation of the
next polytope.

An example of constructing the extended polytope Mm,
as well as the navigation function is shown in Fig. 3. This
construction makes the regions of attractions of the individual
controllers of the sequential composition overlap; this is an
advantage over other non-overlapping sequential composition
methods used in multi-robot problems as the velocity of the
system will decrease as it approaches the goal. In dynamic
systems, this lowers the risk of crossing the interface at high
speed, and overshooting the next cell. These benefits are most
strongly exhibited in microprocessor systems, where control
is not truly continuous, and a slight lag in control input can
result in violation of constraints.

E. Complete algorithm for multi-robot navigation
Algorithm 4.3: Construction of piecewise smooth con-

trollers for kinematic and dynamic systems.

1) Find a path on GP and construct CT (Definition 3.1)
simultaneously using heuristic-based graph search.

2) Construct polytopes Mm as in (11) for each polytope
on the path except the goal polytope.

3) Synthesize navigation functions (10) in each polytope
on the path.
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Theorem 4.4: Algorithm 4.3 is complete based on the
constraints (3).

Proof: For each pair of adjacent polytopes on the
path, an extended polytope can be found, as in (11). Since
Tm∩Pm+1 �= ∅, there exists a point in Pm+1 which can be
chosen as the local goal xl. Since xl ∈ (Tm−∂Tm), ∃ ε > 0
such that xl is guaranteed to be within the boundary of the
approximation of both polygons. By definition, since there
are no obstacles in the polytope Mm, a navigation function
can be constructed without local minima which drives the
state to the next polytope. In the goal polytope, a navigation
function can be constructed without local minima which
drives the state to the goal configuration xg . Therefore, if
a path exists, we are guaranteed to find a controller to drive
the system to the goal configuration. By Theorem 3.4, we are
guaranteed to find a path if one exists given the constraints
(3). Therefore, Algorithm 4.3 is complete.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we present several illustrative examples
of the successful application of the controller to groups
of unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) and quadrotors. Simulations are conducted
in MATLAB, using second-order models for all robots. These
simulations are included on the supplemental video. For
UGVs and quadrotors, we use the model

ẍi = τ i, xi ∈ R
di , (12)

where di = 2 for UGVs and di = 3 for quadrotors. Since
a quadrotor is a 12-state dynamical system (three each of
positions, linear velocities, orientation, and angular veloc-
ities) with four inputs (rotor velocities) [26], using the full
model would be prohibitively complex for multiple quadrotor
navigation. Therefore, the control for quadrotors is designed
for (12), an abstraction of the full 12-state dynamical model.
The abstraction is obtained by linearization of the full 12-
state model around the nominal hover state, generating the
control input τ of (8) or (9), as is desired. The input τ is then
converted into motor thrusts and moments following [26].
Because the abstraction is not an exact model of the full
system, it is important for the control algorithm to be robust
to modeling errors. As can be observed in Sections V-B, and
V-C, our method is robust to these errors due to its cell-
based nature as well as the second-order lift using Lyapunov
functions. To achieve faster convergence, once inside the
next polytope, we switch the controller after ensuring ground
robots were sufficiently close to the local goal and quadrotor
velocity was below a specified threshold.

Proximity constraints for all simulations are δmin = 0.5m
in the x, y plane, while on the z axis, the minimum clearance
above is 0.5m and below is 1m, to compensate for air flow
between quadrotors. We ran the control loop at 100Hz. All
simulations were done on a MacBook Pro, with 2.53 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 4GB 1067 MHz RAM, running
MATLAB R2009b. Polytope computations were done using
the MultiParametric Toolbox [27].

A. Six robots in a circle
Figure 4 shows six ground robots switch to positions

across from their current position while avoiding collisions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Six ground robots (2D) in a circle switch to opposite positions.
(a) No communication constraints enforced. (b) Maximum distance of 3 m
communication constraints enforced.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5. A quadrotor (red) and UGV (green, blue) simulation in an urban
environment. The robots are deployed from the left front corner. (a) The
robots are deployed to different intersections without communication con-
straints. (b) The robots navigate to the same intersection while maintaining
a maximum horizontal distance of 6.5m between all pairs of robots.

The simulation in Fig. 4(a) is not communication con-
strained, while that in Fig. 4(b) has a maximum commu-
nication distance of 3m for each pair of robots. Robots start
at the large dot and end at the smaller dot. Here, we favor
large polytopes in the A* search with the transition cost

1 + Lmax/ρLmin (13)

for each polytope, where Lmax and Lmin are the largest and
smallest lengths, respectively, of the smallest hyperrectangle
containing the next polytope, and ρ is the radius of the largest
ball inscribed in the next polytope. Note that while this cost
penalizes small “skinny” polytopes, it does not remove any
polytopes from CT . For the heuristic we use the cost of 1
per transition, which is admissible since each transition has
at least a cost of 1, increasing precomputation time (146s and
194s for the simulations without and with communications
constraints, respectively) because of heuristic accuracy. A
more accurate heuristic would lead to faster computations.

B. Two ground robots and one quadrotor
Figure 5 shows two examples of the application of our

controller to simulations on groups of cooperating hetero-
geneous robots in an urban environment, with and without
communication constraints. Precomputation time was about
11s for both simulations. In Fig. 5(a) the robots deploy
to different intersections without communication constraints.
Figure 5(b) correspond to a simulation with communication
constraints enforced. Robots must maintain a maximum
distance of 6.5m in x, y, and z. The trajectory of the 2 UGVs
are in green and blue and that of the quadrotor is in red.

C. Three quadrotors through a window
Figure 6 shows the application of our controller to a sim-

ulation on three cooperating quadrotors that must switch to
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Fig. 6. Three quadrotors must switch to opposite sides of a window. Each
quadrotor is represented by a different color in green, blue and red.

opposite sides of a window. We enforce collision constraints,
however no communication constraints are considered in
this simulation. Because quadrotors are highly dynamic and
the process model has uncertainties, we again favor large
polytopes in the A* search using the cost (13), increasing
the precomputation time to 50s.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have presented a novel navigation function-based
feedback controller to drive a group of robots with second-
order dynamics in a constrained environment to a goal. We
decompose the workspace into obstacle-free polytopes and
generate local smooth feedback laws that drive a single robot
or a team of robots from one cell to an adjoining cell. These
local controllers are then sequenced using discrete graph
search methods like A* or incremental D* to reach the goal.
Our method is complete: it is guaranteed to find a solution if
one exists. The complexity of the algorithm depends on the
number of robots and the complexity of the free space. By
using the heuristic derived in Section III for discrete planning
we significantly reduce the computational burden.

We have successfully applied our algorithm to teams
of second-order ground robots and quadrotors. Since the
controller is free of local minima, tuning is not required
but improves performance in discrete implementations of
control loops. The tessellation of the workspace as well as the
inter-robot constraints influence the trajectory of the system
through the configuration space. Since the state transitions
through polytope facets, the path may appear unintuitive.
This can be improved by choosing the goal point while
taking into account group objectives instead of choosing the
Chebyshev center.

We plan to conduct experiments on heterogeneous groups
of UAV and UGV platforms, such as quadrotors and
SCARABs, working cooperatively. We are currently pursuing
extensions of this work so as to directly apply a similar
controller framework to nonholonomic systems and groups
of nonholonomic systems while guaranteeing correctness and
completeness of the control algorithm.
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